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To evolve Knowledge management from a process to a
culture, the organization must understand that knowledge
management is not only about document or information
management, its about behaviour and attitude.

Knowledge management has to be present in the day to day
agenda, it must be embedded in processes and a part of
employees’ philosophy approaching work.



Knowledge management (KM) processes that need to
be embedded in our activities
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Connect Organize

SocializeConnect: Identify and access
knowledge sources of interest for
your organization.
Organize: Identify, document,
catalogue and make content
accessible in function of key
knowledge areas for the business.
Socialize: Instrument knowledge and
experience exchange routines.
Develop: Mechanism to use, exploit,
develop and generate knowledge and
capabilities.

Share Collaborate Evaluate Improve Innovate Learn



KM policies

Participation policies: Corporate guidelines that stimulate knowledge
contribution and transfer and build the “knowledge as a valuable asset” culture to
the organization.

Knowledge exchange and information management policies: Guidelines and
procedures that establish the basic rules to follow. These policies are fundamental
to generate knowledge bases that organize “what we know”, allow us to access
and preserve it.

Reward policies: Mechanisms to reward positive behaviours that facilitate
knowledge management such as:

1. The use, adaptation and improvement of existing knowledge.
2. Active share of experience and know how
3.The contribution of new ideas
4. Positive attitude towards learning and capability development
5. Participation in the evaluation and replication of best practices



KM Organization

Description Role

KM committee
Steering committee composed of high rank and
experience individuals in charge of producing
objectives, strategies and follow up on impacts.

In charge of strategy
Sponsors of initiatives

Knowledge
management Office

Managers established to design, coordinate and
support KM activities.

KM model custodians and facilitators of initiatives
derived from KM strategies.

Operational leadership

AD Hoc teams
Teams created to participate in particular knowledge
management initiatives and may have specific roles
within the initiative.

Participate in initiatives

Support units

Human resources: help in the organization of
activities and coordinate personal development.
Communication: Improve awareness, helps visualize
results, reinforce behaviours and spread objectives.
Technology: Provide technological solutions and
channels to KM needs.

Logistics Support



KM Channels and spaces

Virtual Presential



KM Channels and spaces - Virtual

Knowledge management tools must
allow us to:
- Access
- Document
- Share
- Collaborate
- Trace
- Measure

Also provide:
- Accessibility
- Facilities
- Mobility



KM Channels and spaces - Presential

Presential

- Seminars
- Collaborative environments
- Project meetings
- Department meetings
- Communities of practices
- Knowledge preservation meetings
- External networks
- Personal development sessions
- Innovation sessions

Share Collaborate Evaluate Improve Innovate Learn



KM Communication

¿What should we
communicate?

¿And how should
we?

- Messages that reinforce the culture
- Activities that are underway
- Achievements and results
- Success stories
- Cases and testimonies

- Using corporate channels (newsletters, intranet
messages, etc.)
- Generating specific spaces to emphasize value
- Providing communications specific to initiatives
- Using original formats
- Generating a Brand
- Involving stakeholders (high rank individuals or
participants).



KM Aknowledgements

¿What will we
aknowledge?

¿And how should
we?

- Knowledge Contributions
- Participation in knowledge transfer activities
- By-products form activities
- Challenges and objectives meet
- Impacts of best practise
- Results from initiatives

- As individuals and as teams
- Empowering people with new roles and functions
- Public recognition
- Providing rewards, responsibilities and
opportunities



Success Factor

Adapting to corporate
idiosyncrasy, characteristics, size

and capabilities
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Thank you!


